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Neighbors: Byzantium and Islam, c. 500–1000
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governed from Constantinople continued to call themselves “Roman” and to claim that
they governed the “Roman Empire,” but they usually looked east across the Bosporus, not
west toward Rome. Modern historians have applied a distinction these Eastern emperors
denied, labeling their jurisdiction as a “Byzantine Empire,” after the original name of the
Greek town Byzantium, on which the emperor Constantine had built his Constantinople.

Byzantine Government
Byzantium took its religion from Christianity and its culture from Greece, but its governmental structures were largely Roman. Indeed, Byzantine laws and bureaucracies
were direct offspring of the later Roman political system: Byzantine autocracy had its
roots in the gloriﬁcation of such late Roman emperors as Diocletian and Constantine;
the close involvement of emperors in the Byzantine Church harked back to the policies
of Constantine (r. 306–337) and Theodosius I (r. 378–395); and Byzantine taxation continued the heavy exactions of late Roman times.
In addition to these institutional inheritances from Rome, Byzantium inherited
a political mind-set from the late Roman Empire that emphasized defense and selfpreservation. Byzantine history includes some daring emperors and some expansionary
eras, but the prevailing political trend was defensive, not acquistive. To the Byzantines,
their state was the ark of civilization—the political embodiment of Christian faith—in
an ocean of barbarism, and as such it had to be preserved at all costs. The appropriate
virtues in such a state were entrenchment not expansion, caution not daring.
This defensive, conservative approach shaped both the Byzantine bureaucracy and the
Byzantine army. The bureaucracy, huge and precedent-bound, abhorred change and seldom
took risks. It resisted the policies of Byzantium’s more vigorous and imaginative emperors, but
it also provided cohesion during the reigns of fools. The army, small and highly trained, also
clung to a policy of taking few risks. Its generals practiced their art with cunning and caution,
well aware that the preservation of the empire might depend on the survival of their troops.
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